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Main project facts

 Title: ENhancing ACTivity and population mapping

 JRC Exploratory Research Project (2015 call)

 Duration: 2 years (2016-2017)

 Involves 3 units at the JRC

 Dedicated human resources (~2.5 persons for 2 years)

 Involvement of ESTAT, REGIO, NSIs in the form of 

consultation, data exchange, testing,...
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Population distribution: state of the art

 Population data for various zoning-systems;

 High-resolution population grids;

 Multiple descriptors of population;

 Regular updates, estimates and projections.

What is missing?

 Current knowledge of population distribution is 

limited to residential or night-time 

population, based on place of residence 

statistics.

 No official records of where people are during 

the day, nor in different seasons of the year…
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Campi Flegrei Volcanic Field

- Super-volcano

- Very high volcanic risk

- Local hazard map

- Probabilities for pyroclastic density 
currents

Rossano et al. 
(2004)

Population exposure (night-time) Population exposure (day-time)

Freire et al. 
(2015)

Why is daily population variation important?
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Main objectives

 To produce multi-temporal population grids for 

Europe that take into account both daily and seasonal 

variations.

 Spatial coverage: EU-28

 Temporal resolution: 12 months, night and day

 Spatial resolution: 1 Km

 Consistent, and validated methodology for comparability 

of estimates across Europe.

 Peer-reviewed paper and public dissemination of data.
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Areas of application

Many policy areas need to have a good knowledge of population 

distribution to assess impacts and prepare strategies:

 Analysis of exposure to natural or man-made disasters, or pollution 

levels (e.g. atmospheric, noise);

 Planning and impact assessment

of new investments or infra-

-structures (schools, hospitals,

transport network);

 Spatial analysis of population

flows (commuting, seasonal flows).
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Challenges for multi-temporal population 

mapping

Fast population 
dynamics

People commute, travel, and migrate faster than 
ever before.

Multifaceted 
concept

During the night most of us are ‘resident 
population’, but during the day our (multiple) 
occupations relate to the (multiple) locations of 
probable presence.

Data availability
issues

No official statistical sources exist. Day-time 
population needs to be derived from multiple, 
indirect and novel sources.

Thin state-of-
the-art

Few case studies, often incomparable.
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Methodology

Project workflow

Disaggregation
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Regional population flows and stocks

Estimation of flows and stocks of 16 population 

subgroups per NUTS-3 regions.

Population per

1300 NUTS-3

x

16 sectors

Eurostat
Residents

Employees (11 sectors)

Students (2 categories)

Tourists

Residual pop.*

*population not working nor studying = retired + children + 

unemployed + inactive working age

~ 250k records

12 monthsNSOs

ETER
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Summer

Summer

Easter

Skiing

Summer

Summer

Santa
Claus

Aurora borealis

Seasonality: Very low

Seasonality: Very high

Seasonality: medium

Seasonality: high

Tiroler Unterland, Austria 
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Activity mapping (1)

High-resolution mapping of land uses location of 

socioeconomic activities (e.g. places of residence, 

employment, study, leisure).

 Production of the CORINE Land Cover 2012 refined, with 

improvements to both the spatial and thematic resolutions.

 Collection of Points Of Interest representative of the 

location of human activities.

 Combination of data from a huge variety of sources.
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Activity mapping (2)

List of data sources:

 CORINE Land Cover (LULC, public, systematic)

 National LULC maps (LULC, systematic)

 Urban Atlas (LULC, public, open, systematic)

 European Settlement Map (RS, public, systematic)

 Copernicus High Resolution maps (RS, public, systematic)

 TomTom (Navigation, proprietary, systematic)

 Open Street Map (Navigation, open, volunteered)

 PLATTS (Energy, proprietary, systematic)

 European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (Env, public, syst.)

 Eurogeographics’ Euro Regional Map (Misc, proprietary, systematic)

 Booking.com (Tourism, web-based, bottom-up)

 Tripadvisor (Tourism, web-based, bottom-up)
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Refined CORINE Land Cover 

2012 / ENACT base map.

Original

CLC 2012

Turin, Italy

ENACT map

with spatial enhancement after 

combination of multiple datasets

Activity mapping (3)
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Population disaggregation

Creation of population grids by disaggregating regional 

population stocks to grid level, using location of activities as 

spatial proxies.

Population per 

1300 NUTS-3

x

16 sectors

Population -

land use 

weight matrix

Spatial 

disaggregation

Day & night-time

12 monthly matrices

24 grids

POI layers

LU map
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Residents
(night time)

Tourists
(night time)

Students
(day time)

Tertiary Students
(day time)
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Residents
(night time)

Tourists
(night time)

Students
(day time)

Tertiary Students
(day time)
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Tourist density
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Validation

Comparison of ENACT’s outputs with population grids 

derived from independent sources or methods.

 Sources for comparison: Mobile phone operator-derived grids 

(1 Km resolution); employment density grids (1 Km 

resolution); commuting data at municipality level; models 

from other researchers.

 Production of goodness of fit measures, looking mostly at 

differences in spatiotemporal density gradients rather than 

absolute values.
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Discussion (1)

Weaknesses and threats

 Exceptionally data-intensive task;

 Challenging data integration: multiple data sources, data 

formats, nomenclatures/definitions/semantics, requiring expert 

decisions and manual inspection and work, therefore limiting the 

routinization potential;

 Legal issues with usage of some web-scrapped data;

 Potential for significant error propagation given the many 

processing steps;

 Validation exercise is constrained by low reference data 

availability.
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Discussion (2)

Strengths and opportunities

 Very ambitious initial proposition has actually became 

feasible with hard work and imagination for problem-

solving;

 Major new contribution to our knowledge of 

spatiotemporal population densities;

 Open dissemination of the dataset;

 Foreseeable large interest from researchers and 

practitioners from many domains.
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Thank you


